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This paper analyses the “Make in India” program in larger canvases and evaluates challenges at national and 

international level. Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced Make in India program from the Red Fort during 

his maiden speech in the year 2014. The objective of this program is to boot manufacture sector in India. This 

very ambitious plan gain worldwide appreciation. It is an open invitation to showcase India’s potential to rest 

of the world in terms of large demographic market and workforce potential available in India. The government 

of India has initiated various program to give imputes to manufacturing sector like Skill India, Stand up India, 

Start-up India, digital India. Clearing of goods and services tax (GST) will from the parliament is significant 

step to improve India’s rank in Ease of doing a business index of World Bank. The International business 

environment is also changing very rapidly after United States presidential election. This paper will evaluate 

different trend and challenges in the implementation of Make in India nationally and internationally.  
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1. Introduction 
“Come. Make in India!” with those words India Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced Make in India 

Program in his maiden Independence Day speech from the Red fort. This slogan caught public attention 

nationally and internationally.  

Narendra Modi Prime Minister of India formally inaugurated Make in India program in Vigyan Bhawan New 

Delhi on the birth anniversary of Pandit Dindayal Upadhyaya i.e. 25 September 2014. This program was 

focused on boosting country's manufacturing strength. The objective of the Government of India is to increases 

the sphere of manufacturing to 25% from 16% of GDP. This carousel task is greatest economic reforms in 

modern history. It seeks to unleash country true potential and yet change comes at a price. The primary purpose 

behind the make in India initiative is not just the transforming of the economy but to create new jobs, this is 

Prime ministers top most priorities.  

Since gaining independence in 1947, India slightly fails to industrialize its economy. In 1950 to 1960 that time 

government made series of poor decisions that establish the traditional plan economy model known as license 

raj. As an indirect result of economic policy, most of the country population remained employed in the 

agricultural sector. Than in1990‟s oil prices spike to Iran -Iraq war and suddenly New Delhi energy bill 

skyrocketedand its forging exchange reserve plummeted because of economic crises India shot a loan from 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) the loan related austerity measure force India to open its market following 

this manufacturing & service sector groomed remarkably. Make in India project is not an ambitious project it is 

anecessary one.  

To become a manufacturing hub there are main four requirements. 

1. Skilled labour 

2. Ease of doing business 

3. Good Infrastructure 

4. Low cost 

The government of India has initiated various program to give imputes to manufacturing sector like Skill India, 

Stand up India, Start-up India, digital India. Clearing of goods and services tax (GST) will from the parliament 

is significant step to improve India‟s rank in Ease of doing a business index of World Bank. Pardhan Mantri 

Kaushal Vikas Yojana, Invest India, and Indian aspiration fund under the small industries development Bank of 

India. SMILE1, MUDRA2, Atal innovation mission and Digital India etc. Industrial corridors have been planned 

in the country e.g. Delhi – Mumbai, Chennai- Bengaluru, Bengaluru-Mumbai, Amritsar-Kolkata, Vizag- 

Chennai. Seaport&inter-water connectivity has been planned to improve by Sagamalaand ECEC (East coast 

Economic Corridor) projects. A smart city is another step to improve the infrastructure of the country in 

program 100 smart cities have been planned. 

                                                             
1SIDBI Make in India Loan for Enterprises 

 
2Micro unit development refinance agency 
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2. Objectives 
1. To study and analyze loopholes of Policy Document of Make in India.  

2. To study and understand internal challenges of (central and state government) for Make in India. 

3. To study and evaluate external challenges for „Make in India‟. 

4. To evaluate challenges from foreign countries like China, USA. 

 

3. Literature Review 
(Amit Saini, June 2016,) Amit highlights the factors responsible for growth in FDI inflow during 2001-2012. 

Author focus on the trend of FDI and argued that low-costlabor force, large market size and others are the 

determinants which are responsible for attracting huge inflow for of FDI than other member countries in 

SAARC. (Mohan, 2008) In this study, author reviews the overall macroeconomic performance in India since 

independence and then assesses the likely prospects for growth in the medium terms. He argues that India‟s 

growth has been largely enabled by the availability of domestic savings, which have increased steadily over the 

decades. The further author argues that private investment and corporate growth have been major factors in the 

recent growth. (Devanshi Dixit, 2016) This paper discusses the impact of economic reforms on India. 

Liberalization, privatization, and globalization came in picture after economic reform. The author highlighted 

that foreign investors started the investment in many sectors & many of the public enterprise‟s power transfer to 

the private sector. (Kathuria R, 2016) This study highlights perceived competitive priorities and strategic 

consensus due to country-specific factors, such as the national culture. One implication of this study for global 

managers is the assurance that Indian managers‟ high emphasis on quality-of-conformance and delivery is in 

line with managers from a developed country that has a long and successful track record of competing in global 

markets. Further, though Indian managers seem to emphasize flexibility and cost more than their USA 

counterparts. Another important contribution of the study is the finding that national culture seems to impact the 

degree of strategic consensus among managers. Cultures, such as India, that promote collectivism and high 

power distance are more likely to witness more consensus among managers at different levels in the 

organization. On strategic consensus. (Rakesh, 2016) study focus on challenges and issues in the political 

economy of the digitalization Author highlights that India has a poor human development record in terms of 

health, education, sanitation etc. the second issue is that the vocational training in India is also very low-level 

couple with these problems is the inadequate technical infrastructure. (Kaushalendra Pal Singh, 2016)This study 

estimates the trade potential, total bilateral trade potential and item having the largest potential between India & 

USA also observe possibilities in service sector & highlights the channels of investments flows deepen trade 

linkages and the role of the institution in enhancing trade. (NAGASHIMA, 1970) In this study, 

Nagashimaanalyzed. How are U.S. products perceived by foreign consumers? How do these product images 

affect international marketing strategies? What are the relationships between the "country product" image and 

international marketing strategies? These questions are of concern to all engaged in international business. This 

study measures the cross-cultural image of "made in ..." products as perceived by both Japanese and U.S. 

businessmen. (Keane, 2006)In this study author argues about macro perspective on China repositioning on 

China‟s repositioning in the global and regional cultural economy, Author focus China‟s aspires to move from 

„made in China‟ to create in China. (Lerman, 2011)The objective of this study is to investigate the moderating 

effect of trusting beliefs about a store on country-of-origin (COO) effects. The paper suggests that three trusting 

beliefs (ability beliefs, benevolence beliefs, and integrity beliefs) about a retail store moderate negative effects 

of COO on product evaluation and purchase intention. The results show that while only benevolence and 

integrity beliefs about a store weaken the negative effect of COO on product evaluations, all three trusting 

beliefs lessen the negative impact of COO on consumers‟ purchase intentions. However, when manufacturer 

risk is high, only benevolence beliefs have a significant moderating effect. (I Made Sukresna, 2016)This 

compares the perspective of Indonesian manufacturer and their connecting distributors when engaging and 

relating to each shared marketing channel. The author analysis that both the manufacturing distributor LTO and 

they're role - performance jointly drive the outcomes of the shared marketing channel relationship & both the 

party behaving similarly. (Koopman*, Wang, & Wei, 2017)In this study author had developed a general formula 

for computing domestic and foreign contents when processing exports are pervasive. Because the new formula 

requires some input-output coefficients not typically available from a conventional input-output table, we 

propose a mathematical programming procedure to estimate these coefficients by combining information from 

detailed trade statistics with input-output tables. Author argued foreign content in china export are varies with 

the categories (Vindal & degaard, 2016)This article discusses how local intermediaries, often women who have 

found a livelihood working with the importation and vending of textiles, are affected by increased border 

regulations and competition from overseas, more formalized forms of importation. Reflecting on enactments of 

femininities and the social and spatial embeddedness of trade in the border areas, the article discusses the 

multifaceted and gendered implications of a de-localisation of commodity flows. (Naughton, 2017)In this study 

author analysis, the change in china‟s economy structure and policy reforms Arthur argues that China cannot be 
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considered a socialist country until it makes much greater progress fulfilling its own declared policy objectives 

of universal social security, modest income redistribution, and amelioration of environmental problems. The 

author suggested that China needs to do more robust policy reforms to accelerate economic reforms. (William T. 

Neese, 2016)In this study author highlight that foreign brands using a “Made-in-America” subhead are 

perceived the same as traditional American brands. However, treatment six is also significantly different from 

treatment five, indicating that unlike U.S. brands, foreign automobile brands manufactured in the United States 

produce significantly different ethnocentric responses when they employ a “Made-in-America” claim compared 

to naming the specific city their plants are located in. (CAMMETT, 2007)In this study Author highlights, the 

processes of upgrading and the promotion of industrial „„clusters,‟‟ which encompass multiple policies, 

institutions, and actors, necessarily vary from place to place. Based on the evidence from Morocco and Tunisia, 

this article contends that different patterns of business–government relations facilitate different elements of 

industrial upgrading and cluster promotion. State-dominated political economies may be more amenable to 

implementing macroeconomic and infrastructure-related measures, which are critical in the initial stages of 

upgrading. Political economies of more organized business communities may be better equipped to pursue the 

kinds of inter-firm linkages traditionally associated with later phases of upgrading when the focus is on boosting 

innovation. (Fung, Iizaka, & Tong, 2002)In this study, Author analyses the reforms of China to open up its 

market for foreign direct investments and discuss a policy and restricting of the system because of it attract the 

largest amount of FDI. (Laird, 2005)In this study, Author has discussed the strategy of the USA in Vietnam and 

discussed learning from it and argued Iraq situation and USA point of view on it. (Pant, 2012)In this study, 

author has argued Pakistan role and impact in China – India - US relations. (Heitmeyer, 2005)this study is aimed 

at understanding Taiwanese consumer‟s attitudes towards foreign-made apparel Taiwanese consumer preferred 

US-madeapparel, however, the apparel attribute of size range needed improvement to increase customer 

satisfaction. (Katzman, 2006,August)This study is focused on India-Iran relations and its impact on the interest 

of United States. The author highlights India‟s heritage relation with Iran and India‟s role in there building of 

Afghanistan. In today‟s world when United State wants to isolate Iran from rest of the world. It is important for 

India to make balance in International relation with both nations. (Shambaugh, 2001)In this study, Author 

argued that the US should make a clear policy with China because r, a prosperous, stable, and responsible China 

is clearly in American national interests and modernization. (McKinsey, Confederation of Indian Industry, 

2004)In this report, the author focuses on the global trend to manufacture and source products in Low-cost 

countries (LCCs). Make in India program will boost it. The author suggested Indian companies will need to 

adopt a global mindset to build scale and active cost excellence, acquire market access rapidly, including using 

inorganic routes such as acquisition where required strength, design and innovation skills build a global or 

regional operating footprint and master ability to manage a world-class talent pool and organization. (Ahluealia, 

2000)In this study, author has review performance of 14 major states and highlights the difference in 

performance among states to extract lessons about what works and what does not. A better understanding of the 

reasons for the superior performance of some states would help to spread success from one part of the country to 

the other. 

 

4. Research Method 
As the research paper is of conceptual and review nature, the researcher has applied exploratory research design 

by using varied secondary data availed from the secondary data sources. Based on the secondary data and 

review, the researcher has reported on various emerging trends and issues and challenges in Make in India. 

Research report, journals and newspaper articles from eminent writers has been reviewed. 

 

5. Findings 
As shown in the graph the actual increase in FDI is 155% as compared to last year. As Per this report, top 

foreign Investments are approx. 226.86 USD million detail distribution is shown in the graph. 

 

 
Figure 1 FDI Inflow in India  

Source: Prepared by the Authors 
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The Table below is details of foreign investments different states has attracted from the investor summits. 

Each state will organizethis event after two years. This is an important event for attracting FDI. 

 
Table 1 FDI in Different States 

S. No. State Investment Summit Name FDI Inflow in INR 

1 Gujarat Vibrant Gujarat 12.72 lakh crore 

2 Andhra Pradesh Sunrise Andhra Pradesh  6 lakh crore 

3 Maharashtra Vidarbha Investment Summit & Expo la2016 8 lakh crore during make in India week  

4 Odisha ODISHA NEW OPPORTUNITIES 2.03 lakh crore 

5 Chhattisgarh Credible Chhattisgarh 2 lakh crore 

6 Haryana Happening Haryana- Global Investor Summit 5.84 lakh crore 

7 Madhya Pradesh Global Investment Summit 6 lakh crore 

8 Jharkhand Momentum Jharkhand 62000crore 

9 Punjab Progressive Punjab investor summit 1.12 lakh crore 

10 Telangana SELECT Telangana Summit yet to happen 

11 Karnataka Invest Karnataka 3.08 lakh crore 

12 Tamil Nadu Tamil Nadu Global Investors Meet 2.42 lakh crore 

Source: Prepared by the Authors 

 

In a Table below all policy/schemes/funds are mentioned for Make in India program, it will lift manufacturing 

sector share in GDP. 

 
Table 2 Policy/Schemes/Funds for Make in India 

S. No Policy/Schemes/funds Objective of Policy/Schemes/funds 

1 
National investment and 

infrastructure fund (NIIF) 

The fund would be crucial in infusing equity capital in the infrastructure finance 

companies, which can further be leveraged manifold. 

2 „Invest India‟ 
Initiative to guide, assist and handheld investors during the entire life cycle of 

the business. 

3 
PardhanMantri Kaushal Vikas 
Yojana 

with financial rewards to complete skill training, and prior learning skill by 

issuing recognizable certificates and financial assistance to youth seeking to 
attend skill development programs under the Skill Loan Scheme. 

4 
 SETU (Self- Employment and 

talent Utilization) 

 To support all aspects of start -up businesses, and other self-employment 

activities, particularly in the technology-driven area. 

5 

Indian Aspiration fund under the 

small industries Development Bank 

of India (SIDBI) 

For MSME sector, the fund is expected to attract private capital by way of 

providing equity, soft loans other risk capital, and so on to various venture funds, 

will then come up with newer investment ideas and protocols 

6 SMILE 
to offer quasi-equity and term based short term loans to Indian SME with less 

stringent rules and regulations 

7 
Micro Unit Development Refinance 

Agency (MUDRA) 

Bank has been set up which provide development and refinance to commercial 

banks /NBFCs/ cooperative banks for loans given to micro units. The bank will 

follow a credit- plus approach in the form of providing financial literacy, 
addressing skill gaps information gap etc. 

8 Atal innovation Mission 
As an Innovation Promotion Platform involving academics, entrepreneurs, and 
researchers drawing upon national and international experiences to foster a 

culture of innovation, R&D in India. 

9 Digital India 
To reform government systems eliminate waste, increase access and empower 

citizens. 

10 Skill India  To make India a skill capital of the world 

Source: Prepared by the authors based on Amitabh Kant’s CEO NITI Aayog Article 

 

Below graph exhibits total trade share of various countries with the United States of America. India share is 

less than 2 % which should be increased up to 10 % to achieve the goal of demonetization. 
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 Table 3 US Trade Relations: 2014 

S. No. Country Total Trade (billion USD) Percentage of Total Trade 

1 Canada 658.1 16.60% 

2 China 590.7 14.90% 

3 Mexico 534.5 13.50% 

4 Japan  200.9 5.10% 

5 Germany 172.6 4.30% 

6 India 66.9 1.70% 

Source: Prepared by the authors based on United State census Bureau 

 

The Table shows that trade between India and US has been increasing significantly 

 
Table 4 Indo - US Trade  

S. No. Year Imports in the US (billion USD) Exports from US (billion USD) 

1 2000 10.7 3.7 

2 2014 45.2 21.6 

Source: Prepared by the Authors based on United State Census Bureau 

 

The Table demonstrates below that India needs very large amount of investment to achieve its goals in Make 

in India.  

 
Table 5 India Growing Investment Need in 2034 

S. No. Year Investment need in USD Billion 

1 2014 598 

2 2034 3663 

Source: Prepared by the Authors based on PWC’s Future of India Report 

  

6. Result & Discussion 
India needs Investment of USD3663 billion by 2034 to attract such huge amount of Investment it is need of the 

hour to address all the issues and meet the expectations of the investors. Ranking of India moved up on ease of 

doing business have been moved up considerably. Parliament had approved GST bill and it will be rolled out 

soon that will play a vital role to improve India rank on the World Bank index. BJP has won recent state 

assembly election very soon Modi Government will get a majority in upper house than the road for labor reform 

and land reform will be clear. Demonetization of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 currency note on November 8, 2016, have 

moved the country to the cashless economy. The government of India has made a competitive environment with 

the states of Ease of doing business and on attracting the foreign direct investments which yield a positive result 

to attract FDI.  

North Korea and the United States of America coming in front of each other in recent time on nuclear 

weapons issue. China has supported North Korea in past if the conflict between North Korea and the USA will 

rise, it will affect china business with United States. China has become one of the largest & power economies in 

the world. China‟s impact is also increasing in the Pacific Ocean which is not a comfortable position for the 

United States of America. China also facing problem aging labor force. 

India is a largest democratic country in the world with maximum English speaking population. Indian legal 

system and other business institutions are very effective and efficient. Which make it best destination for 

business.  

 

7. Conclusion 
“India & Hindu community will have a true friend in White House” Donald Trump President of United State of 

America. 

President Donald Trump United State has a clear mindset in favorof India which is a good signal for Indian 

people. India should increase its trade with the USA. President Putin of Russia is already working very closely 

with India in Nuclear energy and other areas. India and Iran sign 'historic' Cahaba port deal recently which will 

port would boost India's trade ties with Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asian nations and Russia. 
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Last but not the least India should clear all legislator bill and implement all infrastructure project to achieve 

goals.  
 

8. Managerial & Public Policy Implications 

Managerial Implication is that research and development should be a focus to design a product to penetrate in 

the world market with international standards. Policymakershould make policy on land acquisition and labor 

reform on priority. Policymaker should also make clear policy for energy so that all energy, power, renewable or 

non-renewables sector come under one umbrella. Strong connect should be established between academia and 

industry. Research and development should be a focus area of education.  
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